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  PREFACE 
 At the start of the last millennium, the Chinese were the pre-
eminent international traders. Although a truly global trading 
system would not evolve until some 500 years later, Chinese 
silk had been available in Europe since Roman times. 
  At the start of the last century, the British military, mer-
chants, and manufacturers dominated the seas and interna-
tional commerce. Literally, the sun did not set on the British 
Empire. 
  At the start of the last decade, the United States had surged 
past a faltering Japan to retake the lead in global commerce. 
T e American domination of information technology has since 
been followed by the political upheaval of 9/11 and the eco-
nomic shocks of 2001 and 2008. China started that decade as the 
largest military threat to the United States, and at the decade’s 
end, it has become a leading, of en dif  cult trading partner. 
  What surprises do the new decade, century, and millen-
nium hold in store for all of us? Toward the end of the last 
decade, natural disasters and wars hampered commerce and 
human progress. Just in the last two years, we have witnessed 
the human tragedy and economic disaster of a 1000-year 
earthquake and tsunami and a nuclear meltdown in Japan; 
protests and revolutions—the so-called Arab Spring—across 
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA); widespread 
economic protests across the developed countries; and the 
ongoing potential for a f nancial meltdown in the European 
Union. T e battle to balance economic growth and stew-
ardship of the environment continues. T e globalization of 
markets has certainly accelerated through almost universal 
acceptance of the democratic free enterprise model and new 
communication technologies, including cell phones and the 
Internet. Which will prove the better, Chinese gradualism 
or the Russian big-bang approach to economic and politi-
cal reform? Will the information technology boom of the 
previous decade be followed by a demographics bust when 
American baby boomers begin to try to retire af er 2012? 
Or will NAFTA and the young folks in Mexico provide a 
much needed demographic balance? Ten years out the de-
bate about global warming should be settled—more data 
and better science will yield the answers. Will the economic 
tsunami of 2008–2009 evolve into something even worse? 
So far the recovery in the United States has been both tepid 
and uneven. China’s growth is slowing; will the landing be a 
hard or sof  one? What unforeseen advances or disasters will 
the biological sciences bring us? Will we conquer AIDS∕HIV 
in Africa? Will weapons and warfare become obsolete? 
  International marketing will play a key role in provid-
ing positive answers to all these questions. We know that 
trade causes peace and prosperity by promoting creativity, 
mutual understanding, and interdependence. Markets are 
burgeoning in emerging economies in eastern Europe, the 
Commonwealth of Independent States, China, Indonesia, 
Korea, India, Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Argentina, and across 
sub-Sahara Africa—in short, globally. T ese emerging 

vii

 1Fareed Zakaria, “The Rise of the Rest,”  Newsweek,  May 3, 2008. 

economies hold the promise of huge markets in the future. 
In the more mature markets of the industrialized world, op-
portunity and challenge also abound as consumers’ tastes 
become more sophisticated and complex and as the hoped 
for rebound in purchasing power provides consumers with 
new means of satisfying new demands. 
  With the recent downturn in the industrialized countries 
and the continued growth in emerging markets has come a 
new competitive landscape, one vastly dif erent from that 
earlier period when U.S. multinationals dominated world 
markets. From the late 1940s through the 1960s, multi-
national corporations (MNCs) from the United States 
had little competition; today, companies from almost all 
the world’s nations vie for global markets. Fareed Zakaria 
reported: 

 “During the last two years, 124 countries grew their econ-
omies at over 4 percent a year. T at includes more than 
30  countries in Africa. Over the last two decades, lands 
outside the industrialized West have been growing at rates 
that were once unthinkable. While there have been booms 
and busts, the overall trend has been unambiguously up-
ward. Antoine van Agtmael, the fund manager who coined 
the term ‘emerging markets,’ has identif ed the 25 compa-
nies most likely to be the world’s next great multinationals. 
His list includes four companies each from Brazil, Mexico, 
South Korea, and Taiwan; three from India, two from 
China, and one each from Argentina, Chile, Malaysia, and 
South Africa. T is is something much broader than the 
much-ballyhooed rise of China or even Asia. It is the rise of 
the rest—the rest of the world.”  1    

  T e economic, political, and social changes that have 
occurred over the last decade have dramatically altered 
the landscape of global business. Consider the present and 
 future impact of the following: 

•   T e ever-present threat of global terrorism as repre-
sented by the September 11, 2001, attacks  

•   Major armed conf icts in sub-Saharan Africa and the 
Middle East  

•   T e potential global recession emanating from the 
United States  

•   T e emerging markets in eastern Europe, Asia, and 
Latin America, where more than 75 percent of the 
growth in world trade over the next 20 years is ex-
pected to occur  

•   T e reunif cation of Hong Kong, Macau, and China, 
which f nally puts all of Asia under the control of 
Asians for the f rst time in over a century  
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•   T e European Monetary Union and the successful 
switch from local-country currencies to one monetary 
unit for Europe, the euro, and its apparent fragility  

•   T e rapid move away from traditional distribution 
structures in Japan, Europe, and many emerging 
markets  

•   T e shrinking of middle-income households the 
world over  

•   T e continued apparent weakness of regional market 
groups such as the European Union (EU), the North 
American Free Trade Area (NAFTA), the Central 
American Free Trade Area (CAFTA), ASEAN Free 
Trade Area (AFTA), the Southern Cone Free Trade 
Area (Mercosur), and the Asia-Pacif c Economic 
 Cooperation (APEC)  

•   T e so far unsuccessful completion of the Uruguay 
Round of the General Agreement on Tarif s and Trade 
(GATT) and the creation of the World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO), the latter now including China and Taiwan  

•   T e restructuring, reorganizing, and refocusing of 
companies in telecommunications, entertainment, 
and biotechnology, as well as in traditional smoke-
stack industries around the world  

•   T e continuing integration of the Internet and cell 
phones into all aspects of companies’ operations and 
consumers’ lives    

  T ese are not simply news reports. T ese changes af-
fect the practice of business worldwide, and they mean that 
companies will have to constantly examine the way they 
do business and remain f exible enough to react rapidly to 
changing global trends to be competitive. 
  As global economic growth occurs, understanding mar-
keting in all cultures is increasingly important.  International 
Marketing  addresses global issues and describes concepts 
relevant to all international marketers, regardless of the 
extent of their international involvement. Not all f rms en-
gaged in overseas marketing have a global perspective, nor 
do they need to. Some companies’ foreign marketing is lim-
ited to one country; others market in a number of countries, 
treating each as a separate market; and still others, the global 
enterprises, look for market segments with common needs 
and wants across political and economic boundaries. All, 
however, are af ected by competitive activity in the global 
marketplace. It is with this future that the sixteenth edition 
of  International Marketing  is concerned. 
  Emphasis is on the strategic implications of competition 
in dif erent country markets. An environmental∕cultural 
approach to international marketing permits a truly global 
orientation. T e reader’s horizons are not limited to any spe-
cif c nation or to the particular ways of doing business in a 
single nation. Instead, the book provides an approach and 

framework for identifying and analyzing the important cul-
tural and environmental uniqueness of any nation or global 
region. T us, when surveying the tasks of marketing in a 
foreign milieu, the reader will not overlook the impact of 
crucial cultural issues. 
  T e text is designed to stimulate curiosity about manage-
ment practices of companies, large and small, seeking mar-
ket opportunities outside the home country and to raise the 
reader’s consciousness about the importance of viewing in-
ternational marketing management strategies from a global 
perspective. 
  Although this revised edition is infused throughout with 
a global orientation, export marketing and the operations of 
smaller companies are also included. Issues specif c to ex-
porting are discussed where strategies applicable to export-
ing arise, and examples of marketing practices of smaller 
companies are examined. 

  New and Expanded Topics in This 
Edition    T e new and expanded topics in this sixteenth 
edition ref ect issues in competition, changing marketing 
structures, ethics and social responsibility, negotiations, and 
the development of the manager for the 21st century. Com-
petition is raising the global standards for quality, increas-
ing the demand for advanced technology and innovation, 
and increasing the value of customer satisfaction. T e global 
market is swif ly changing from a seller’s market to a buyer’s 
market. T is is a period of profound social, economic, and 
political change. To remain competitive globally, companies 
must be aware of all aspects of the emerging global eco-
nomic order. 
  Additionally, the evolution of global communications 
and its known and unknown impacts on how international 
business is conducted cannot be minimized. In the third mil-
lennium, people in the “global village” will grow closer than 
ever before and will hear and see each other as a matter of 
course. An executive in Germany can routinely connect via 
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) to hear and see his or her 
counterpart in an Australian company or anywhere else in the 
world. In many respects (time zone dif erences is a prominent 
exception), geographic distance is becoming irrelevant. 
  Telecommunications, the Internet, and satellites are 
helping companies optimize their planning, production, 
and procurement processes. Information—and, in its wake, 
the f ow of goods—is moving around the globe at light-
ning speed. Increasingly powerful networks spanning the 
globe enable the delivery of services that reach far beyond 
national and continental boundaries, fueling and fostering 
international trade. T e connections of global communica-
tions bring people all around the world together in new and 
better forms of dialogue and understanding. 
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  T is dynamic nature of the international marketplace is re-
f ected in the number of substantially improved and expanded 
topics in this sixteenth edition, including the following:

• All data, text, pictures, and exhibits have been  updated 
throughout the text. Out-of-date materials have been 
deleted. Over 100 new academic articles and their f nd-
ings have been also integrated and cited throughout.

• Chapter 1 New material on the Arab Spring and 
 economic protests around the world has been added 
to Chapter 1.

• Chapter 2 T e story of where valued is created in the 
production of the Apple iPod and iPad is told as it 
helps to overstate the U.S. trade def cit problem with 
China.

• Chapter 3 A new Global Perspective on the Philips cook 
stove has been created, the story about PlayPump has 
been expanded, and the global demographic  disaster 
of the elderly is discussed in new detail.

• Chapter 4 New statistics on the lack of global com-
petitiveness of the U.S. educational system predict a 
decline. A new Crossing Borders box is added on the 
relationship between genes and culture.

• Chapter 5 A new Crossing Borders box about time 
and a new section on corporate social responsibility at 
Mary Kay and Philips are added.

• Chapter 6 Data, text, pictures, and exhibits have been 
updated.

• Chapter 7 Added a new exhibit on Chinese com mercial 
laws directed at direct selling f rms such as Mary Kay.

• Chapter 8 A scary new story about privacy and data 
collection is told in a new Crossing Borders box.

• Chapter 9 A new Crossing Borders box on how Asia 
is catching the West is added.

• Chapter 10 New emphasis is placed on the political/
economic problems of the MENA region and the 
across-the-board growth in sub-Sahara Africa.

• Chapter 11 Data, text, pictures, and exhibits have 
been updated.

• Chapter 12 A new Crossing Borders box is added on 
Izod and Louis Vuitton.

• Chapter 13 A section describing how diversity yields 
innovation is added, including data on  American/
Chinese patents. Also, a two-page layout with pictures 
on the development of the Philips cook stove for Af-
rica was added.

• Chapter 14 New pictures and captions.
• Chapter 15 New pictures and captions.
• Chapter 16 New Crossing Borders box discussing 

how the World Wide Web is creating new borders.

• Chapter 17 A two-page layout with pictures on Mary 
Kay and sales management is added. Also, new data 
on cultural dif erences in sales management practices 
across eight countries is included in a new exhibit.

• Chapter 18 A new picture and caption was added 
about China’s price controls on gasoline.

• Chapter 19 New materials on the topic of inventive 
international negotiation are included.

• T ree new cases: (1) new product introductions at 
Philips and Lego, (2) coping with piracy in China, and 
(3) Mary Kay in India. Material is also added to a cur-
rent case about marketing the Jerusalem  Olympics. 
Also, questions about the potential for a new Disney 
park to serve the MENA region (of course, assuming 
the political turmoil settles completely in the next de-
cade) are added to the Disney case.         

  Structure of the Text    T e text is  divided into 
six parts. T e f rst two chapters, Part 1, introduce the reader 
to the environmental∕cultural approach to international 
marketing and to three international marketing manage-
ment concepts: domestic market expansion, multidomestic 
marketing, and global marketing. As companies restructure 
for the global economic and competitive rigors of the 21st 
century, so too must tomorrow’s managers. T e successful 
manager must be globally aware and have a frame of ref-
erence that goes beyond a country, or even a region, and 
encompasses the world. What global awareness means and 
how it is acquired is discussed early in the text; it is at the 
foundation of global marketing. 
  Chapter 2 focuses on the dynamic environment of interna-
tional trade and the competitive challenges and opportunities 
confronting today’s international marketer. T e importance 
of the creation of the World Trade Organization, the succes-
sor to GATT, is fully explored. T e growing importance of cell 
phones and the Internet in conducting international business 
is considered, creating a foundation on which specif c applica-
tions in subsequent chapters are presented. 
  T e f ve chapters in Part 2 deal with the cultural environ-
ment of global marketing. A global orientation requires the 
recognition of cultural dif erences and the critical decision 
of whether it is necessary to accommodate them. 
  Geography and history (Chapter 3) are included as impor-
tant dimensions in understanding cultural and market dif er-
ences among countries. Not to be overlooked is concern for 
the deterioration of the global ecological environment and the 
multinational company’s critical responsibility to protect it. 
  Chapter 4 presents a broad review of culture and its impact 
on human behavior as it relates to international marketing. 
Specif c attention is paid to Geert Hofstede’s study of cultural 
values and behavior. T e elements of culture reviewed in 
Chapter 4 set the stage for the in-depth analyses in Chapters 
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5, 6, and 7 of business customs and the political and legal en-
vironments. Ethics and social responsibility are presented in 
the context of the dilemma that of en confronts the interna-
tional manager, that is, balancing corporate prof ts against the 
social and ethical consequences of his or her decisions. 
  We have reorganized Part 3 of the book into four chap-
ters on assessing global market opportunities. As markets 
expand, segments grow within markets; as market seg-
ments across country markets evolve, marketers are forced 
to understand market behavior within and across dif erent 
cultural contexts. Multicultural research, qualitative and 
quantitative research, and the Internet as a tool in the re-
search task are explored in Chapter 8. 
  Separate chapters on economic development and the 
Americas (Chapter 9); Europe, Africa, and the Middle East 
(Chapter 10); and the Asia Pacif c Region (Chapter 11) ref ect 
the evolving marketing organizations of many multinational 
companies in response to the costs of travel and communi-
cations across time zones, as well as the steady creation and 
growth of regional market groups in all three regions. T e 
discussions in all three chapters include details about both 
established and emerging markets present in each region. 
  T e strategic implications of the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union and the emergence of new independent republics, 
the shif  from socialist-based to market-based economies in 
Eastern Europe, and the return of South Africa and Vietnam 
to international commerce are examined. Attention is also 
given to the ef orts of the governments of China and India 
and many Latin American countries to reduce or eliminate 
barriers to trade, open their countries to foreign investment, 
and privatize state-owned enterprises. 
  T ese political, social, and economic changes that are 
sweeping the world are creating new markets and opportu-
nities, making some markets more accessible while creating 
the potential for greater protectionism in others. 
  In Part 4, Developing Global Marketing Strategies, plan-
ning and organizing for global marketing is the subject of 
Chapter 12. T e discussion of collaborative relationships, 
including strategic alliances, recognizes the importance of 
relational collaborations among f rms, suppliers, and custom-
ers in the success of the global marketer. Many multinational 
companies realize that to fully capitalize on opportunities 
 of ered by global markets, they must have strengths that of en 
exceed their capabilities. Collaborative relationships can pro-
vide technology, innovations, productivity, capital, and mar-
ket access that strengthen a company’s competitive position. 
  Chapters 13 and 14 focus on product and services man-
agement, ref ecting the dif erences in strategies between 
consumer and industrial of erings and the growing impor-
tance in world markets for both consumer and business 
services. Additionally, the discussion on the development 
of global of erings stresses the importance of approach-
ing the adaptation issue from the viewpoint of building a 

standardized product∕service platform that can be adapted 
to ref ect cultural dif erences. T e competitive importance 
in today’s global market of quality, innovation, and technol-
ogy as the keys to marketing success is explored. 
  Chapter 15 takes the reader through the distribution 
process, from home country to the consumer in the target 
country market. T e structural impediments to market entry 
imposed by a country’s distribution system are examined 
in the framework of a detailed presentation of the Japanese 
distribution system. Additionally, the rapid changes in chan-
nel structure that are occurring in Japan, as well as in other 
countries, and the emergence of the World Wide Web as a 
distribution channel are presented. We also have redistrib-
uted key material from a previous chapter on exporting lo-
gistics to this and other related sections of the book. 
  Chapter 16 covers advertising and addresses the pro-
motional element of the international marketing mix. In-
cluded in the discussion of global market segmentation are 
recognition of the rapid growth of market segments across 
country markets and the importance of market segmenta-
tion as a strategic competitive tool in creating an ef ective 
promotional message. Chapter 17 discusses personal selling 
and sales management and the critical nature of training, 
evaluating, and controlling sales representatives. 
  Price escalation and ways it can be lessened, countertrade 
practices, and price strategies to employ when the dollar is 
strong or weak relative to foreign currencies are concepts 
presented in Chapter 18. 
  In Part 5, Chapter 19 is a thorough presentation of ne-
gotiating with customers, partners, and regulators. T e dis-
cussion stresses the varying negotiation styles found among 
cultures and the importance of recognizing these dif erences 
at the negotiation table.   

  Pedagogical Features of the Text    T e 
text portion of the book provides thorough coverage of its 
subject, with a subject emphasis on the planning and stra-
tegic problems confronting companies that market across 
cultural boundaries. 
  T e use of the Internet as a tool of international market-
ing is stressed throughout the text. On all occasions in which 
data used in the text originated from an Internet source, the 
web address is given. Problems that require the student to 
access the Internet are included with end-of-chapter ques-
tions. Internet-related problems are designed to familiar-
ize the student with the power of the Internet in his or her 
research, to illustrate data available on the Internet, and to 
challenge the reader to solve problems using the Internet. 
Many of the examples, illustrations, and exhibits found in 
the text can be explored in more detail by accessing the web 
addresses that are included. 
  Current, pithy, sometimes humorous, and always rel-
evant examples are used to stimulate interest and increase 

x Preface
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 Preface xi

 understanding of the ideas, concepts, and strategies presented 
in emphasizing the importance of understanding cultural 
uniqueness and relevant business practices and strategies. 
  Each chapter is introduced with a Global Perspective, a 
real-life example of company experiences that illustrates sa-
lient issues discussed in the chapter. Companies featured in the 
Global Perspectives range from exporters to global enterprises. 
  T e boxed Crossing Borders, an innovation of the f rst 
edition of  International Marketing , have always been popu-
lar with students. T ey ref ect contemporary issues in in-
ternational marketing and can be used to illustrate real-life 
situations and as the basis for class discussion. T ey are 
selected to be unique, humorous, and of general interest to 
the reader. 
  T e book is presented in full color, allowing maps to 
depict geographical, cultural, and political boundaries and 
features more easily. Color also allows us to better commu-
nicate the intricacies of international symbols and meanings 
in marketing communications. New photographs of cur-
rent and relevant international marketing events are found 
throughout the text—all in color. 
  T e Country Notebook—A Guide for Developing a Mar-
keting Plan, found in Part 6, Supplementary Material, is a 
detailed outline that provides both a format for a complete 
cultural and economic analysis of a country and guidelines 
for developing a marketing plan. 
  In addition to T e Country Notebook, the sixteenth edi-
tion comprises a selection of short and long cases located 
online at www.mhhe.com/cateora16e. T e short cases focus 
on a single problem, serving as the basis for discussion of a 
specif c concept or issue. T e longer, more integrated cases 
are broader in scope and focus on more than one marketing 
management problem; new cases focus on services, mar-
keting, and marketing strategy. T e cases can be analyzed 
using the information provided. T ey also lend themselves 
to more in-depth analysis, requiring the student to engage 
in additional research and data collection.   

  Supplements    We have taken great care to of er 
new features and improvements to every part of the teach-
ing aid package. Following is a list of specif c features:

•     Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank.  T e  Instructor’s 
Manual, prepared by the authors, contains lecture 
notes or teaching suggestions for each chapter. A sec-
tion called Changes to T is Edition is included to help 
instructors adapt their teaching notes to the sixteenth 
edition. A case correlation grid at the beginning of the 
case note of ers alternative uses for the cases. 

  T e Test Bank is also available on the Online Learning 
Center for ease of use. T e Test Bank contains more than 
2,000 questions, including true∕false, critical thinking, and 

essay formats. Computerized testing sof ware with an online 
testing feature is also available.  

•    Videos.  T e video program for the sixteenth edition 
contains footage of companies, topics videos, and 
unique training materials for international negotia-
tions. Teaching notes and questions relevant to each 
chapter in the text are available on the book’s website.  

•    PowerPoint slides.  T is edition has PowerPoint slides 
for both the instructor and students. T e PowerPoint 
presentation that accompanies  International Market-
ing , sixteenth edition, contains exhibits from the text 
and other sources.  

•    Website:  www.mhhe.com∕cateora16e. Included on 
the site are instructor resources such as downloadable 
f les for the complete Instructor’s Manual, PowerPoint 
slides, test bank, and links to current events and addi-
tional resources for the classroom. Instructors can also 
link to PageOut to create their own course website. For 
students, our site provides links to websites, Cases, an 
interactive version of the Country Notebook, online 
quizzing, and chapter PowerPoint Slides.       
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  International Marketing  by Cateora, Gilly, 
and Graham has always been a pioneer in the 
field of international marketing. The authors 
continue to set the standard in this edition 
with new and expanded topics that reflect the 
swift changes of an expanding competitive 
global market, as well as increased coverage 
of technology’s impact on the international 
market arena.     
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  4-Color Design 
 New color maps and exhibits allow for improved pedagogy and a clearer 
presentation of international symbols and cultural meanings in marketing 
and advertising. In addition, photos that depend on full color for 
maximum impact easily bring many global examples to life. T is visually 
stimulating combination works together to make the text material reader-
friendly and accessible for both instructors and students.      

456 Part 4 Developing Global Marketing Strategies

 Global Marketing on the Web 
at Marriott 
 The Internet today is the most global of any media invented so far, having leapfrogged television and radio—which 
may yet become global some day but are far from doing so. It is the only medium that approaches true global reach. 

 The power of the Internet results from its many unique attributes. It is unique in its ability to:

•     Encompass text, audio, and video in one platform.   
•    Operate in a dialogue versus monologue mode.   
•    Operate simultaneously as mass media   and   personalized media.   

•    Build global “communities” unconfined by national borders.   
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   These attributes make it the most powerful medium on earth, unparalleled in its ability to communicate, especially to 
a global world. It is an international marketer’s dream. 

 However, leveraging these characteristics in an effective manner requires dealing with various substantive issues. 
These issues include:

•     Major differences in Internet adoption rates across the globe ranging from greater than 70 percent adoption in North 
America to less than 2 percent for the continent of Africa. This difference greatly influences the role of the Web as part of 
the marketing mix in international markets. Even for advanced EU economies, the variability of adoption is great, ranging 
from 88 percent in the Netherlands to 49 percent in Belgium. The average for the entire continent of Africa is around 1 percent 
(see www.internetworldstats.com).  

•   Unique issues caused by technology including broadband versus narrow-band, which drive what products and services can 
be marketed and how. In the narrow-band world, highly graphic and video-based websites are not viable. An example 
is the elaborate photo tours of hotels on www.Marriott.com, which download quickly on broadband connections but take 
inordinately long on narrow band. Therefore, a site designed for one market can be ineffective in another.    

 Renaissance is a Marriott-owned hotel 
brand. It uses various media to lead 
customers to its all-important websites, 
including print, television, Internet, 
and outdoor. Three 2-page print ads 
are directed toward U.K., Middle 
Eastern, and Chinese customers, 
and each of them lists the website 
addresses—the first two citing www
.renaissancehotels.co.uk, and the last 
noting www.renaissancehotels
.com.cn. Even though the same 
website ultimately serves customers 
in both the United Kingdom and the 
Middle East, the ad presentation is 
adapted to the more conservative 
dress appropriate in the latter 
region. Finally, you can see how the 
campaign is also used on the streets 
of Shanghai. Ask your classmates 
what “Be fashionable” translates into 
on the latter two ads. 
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    Chapter1  The Scope and 
Challenge of 
International 
Marketing      

  CHAPTER OUTLINE 

  Global Perspective: Global Commerce Causes Peace  

  The Internationalization of U.S. Business  

  International Marketing Defined  

  The International Marketing Task 
  Marketing Decision Factors  
  Aspects of the Domestic Environment  
  Aspects of the Foreign Environment   

  Environmental Adaptation Needed  

  The Self-Reference Criterion and Ethnocentrism: 
Major Obstacles  

  Developing a Global Awareness  

  Stages of International Marketing Involvement 
  No Direct Foreign Marketing  
  Infrequent Foreign Marketing  
  Regular Foreign Marketing  
  International Marketing  
  Global Marketing   

  The Orientation of  International Marketing    

  CHAPTER LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 What you should learn from Chapter 1: 

 LO1 The benefits of international markets 

 LO2 The changing face of U.S. business 

 LO3 The scope of the international marketing task 

 LO4 The importance of the self-reference criterion (SRC) 
in international marketing 

 LO5 The increasing importance of global awareness 

 LO6 The progression of becoming a global marketer      
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PART ONE

  Global Perspective 
 GLOBAL COMMERCE CAUSES PEACE 

  Global commerce thrives during peacetime. The economic 
boom in North America during the late 1990s was in large 
part due to the end of the Cold War and the opening of the 
formerly communist countries to the world trading system. 
However, we should also understand the important role that 
trade and international marketing play in producing peace. 

 Boeing Company, one of America’s largest exporters, 
is perhaps the most prominent example. Although many 
would argue that Boeing’s military sales (aircraft and mis-
siles) do not exactly promote peace, over most of the com-
pany’s history, that business has constituted only about 
20–25 percent of the company’s commercial activity. The 
company still counts customers in more than 150 coun-
tries, and its 165,000 employees work in 70 countries.  1    The 
new 787 Dreamliner includes parts from around the world, 
including Australia, France, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, and 
Sweden. Its more than 12,000 commercial jets in service 
worldwide carry about one billion travelers per year. Its 
NASA Services division is the lead contractor in the con-
struction and operation of the 16-country International 
Space Station, first manned by an American and two Rus-
sians in the fall of 2000. The Space and Intelligence Systems 
Division also produces and launches communications sat-
ellites affecting people in every country. 

 All the activity associated with the development, pro-
duction, and marketing of commercial aircraft and space 
vehicles requires millions of people from around the world 
to work together. Moreover, no company does more  2     to en-
able people from all countries to meet face-to-face for both 
recreation and commerce. All this interaction yields not just 
the mutual gain associated with business relationships but 
also personal relationships and mutual understanding. The 
latter are the foundation of global peace and prosperity. 

 Another group of companies that promotes global dia-
logue and therefore peace is the mobile phone industry. By 

2012, the number of mobile phone subscribers exceeded 
6.0 billion. Samsung (South Korea) and Nokia (Finland), 
the market leaders, are well ahead of the American manu-
facturers Motorola, RIM, and Apple, as well as LG. 

 Individuals and small companies also make a differ-
ence—perhaps a subtler one than large multinational 
companies, but one just as important in the aggregate. 
Our favorite example is Daniel Lubetzky’s company, 
PeaceWorks. Mr. Lubetzky used a fellowship at Stanford 
Law School to study how to foster joint ventures bet-
ween Arabs and Israelis. Then, following his own advice, 
he created a company that combined basil pesto from 
Israel with other raw materials and glass jars supplied by 
an Arab partner to produce the first product in a line he 
called Moshe & Ali’s Gourmet Foods. The company now 
sells four different product lines in 5,000 stores in the 
United States and has its headquarters on Park Avenue in 
New York, as well as business operations in Israel, Egypt, 
Indonesia, Turkey, and Sri Lanka. Again, beyond the mea-
surable commercial benefits of cooperation between the 
involved Arabs, Israelis, and others is the longer-lasting 
and more fundamental appreciation for one another’s cir-
cumstances and character. 

 International marketing is hard work. Making sales calls 
is no vacation, even in Paris, especially when you’ve been 
there 10 times before. But international marketing is impor-
tant work. It can enrich you, your family, your company, and 
your country. And ultimately, when international market-
ing is done well, by large companies or small, the needs and 
wants of customers in other lands are well understood, and 
prosperity and peace are promoted along the way.  3              

 Sources: For more details, see http://boeing.com; http://airbus.com; 
http://peaceworks.com. Cell phone sales data are available at http://www
.mobithinking.com. 

  1  Boeing’s 2012 Annual Report (http://www.boeing.com). 
  2 The European commercial aircraft manufacturer Airbus is beginning to catch up, employing 55,000 people around the world (see Airbus’s 2012 
Annual Report, http://www.airbus.com). 
  3 In response to criticisms of globalization catalyzed by the riots in Seattle in 1999, a growing literature argues for trade as a fundamental cause 
of peace. For a variety of such arguments, see Jagdish Bhabwati,  In Defense of Globalization  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004); Thomas L. 
Friedman,  The World Is Flat  (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2005); Clifford J. Schultz III, Timothy J. Burkink, Bruno Grbac, and Natasa 
Renko, “When Policies and Marketing Systems Explode: An Assessment of Food Marketing in the War-Ravaged Balkans and Implications for 
Recovery, Sustainable Peace, and Prosperity,”  Journal of Public Policy & Marketing  24, no. 1 (2005), pp. 24–37; William Hernandez Requejo and 
John L. Graham,  Global Negotiation: The New Rules  (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), Chapter 13; Steven Pinker,  The Better Angels of Our 
Nature: Why Violence Has Declined  (New York: Viking, 2011). 
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  Chapter Openers 
 A Chapter Outline provides students an at-a-glance overview of chapter topics, while 
Chapter Learning Objectives summarize the chapter’s goals and focus. Each chapter is 
introduced with a Global Perspective, a real-life example of company experiences that 
illustrates signif cant issues discussed in the chapter. Companies featured in the Global 
Perspective vignettes range from exporters to global enterprises.      

 The Political 
Environment: 
A CRITICAL CONCERN  

  CHAPTER LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 What you should learn from Chapter 6: 

  LO1 What the sovereignty of nations means and how it 
can affect the stability of government policies  

 LO2  How different governmental types, political parties, 
nationalism, targeted fear/animosity, and trade 
disputes can affect the environment for marketing 
in foreign countries  

 LO3  The political risks of global business and the 
factors that affect stability  

 LO4  The importance of the political system to 
international marketing and its effect on foreign 
investments  

 LO5  The impact of political and social activists, 
violence, and terrorism on international business  

 LO6  How to assess and reduce the effect of political 
vulnerability  

 LO7  How and why governments encourage foreign 
investment     

  CHAPTER OUTLINE 

  Global Perspective: World Trade Goes Bananas  

  The Sovereignty of Nations  

  Stability of Government Policies 
  Forms of Government  
  Political Parties  
  Nationalism  
  Targeted Fear and/or Animosity  
  Trade Disputes   

  Political Risks of Global Business 
  Conf scation, Expropriation, and Domestication  
  Economic Risks  
  Political Sanctions  
  Political and Social Activists and Nongovernmental 

Organizations  
  Violence, Terrorism, and War  
  Cyberterrorism and Cybercrime   

  Assessing Political Vulnerability 
  Politically Sensitive Products and Issues  
  Forecasting Political Risk   

  Lessening Political Vulnerability 
  Joint Ventures  
  Expanding the Investment Base  
  Licensing  
  Planned Domestication  
  Political Bargaining  
  Political Payoffs   

  Government Encouragement   

6Chapter
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  Global Perspective 
 WORLD TRADE GOES BANANAS 

  PART TWO  

  Rather than bruising Chiquita Bananas, the wrath of poli-
tics instead hammered Prosciutto di Parma ham from 
Italy, handbags from France, and bath oils and soaps from 
 Germany. T ese and a host of other imported products 
from Europe were all slapped with a 100 percent import 
tarif  as retaliation by the U.S. government against EU 
banana- import rules that favored Caribbean bananas over 
Latin American bananas. Keep in mind that no bananas are 
exported from the United States, yet the United States has 
been engaged in a trade war over the past seven years that 
has cost numerous small businesses on both sides of the 
Atlantic millions of dollars. But how can this be, you ask? 
Politics, that’s how! 
  One small business, Reha Enterprises, for example, sells 
bath oil, soaps, and other supplies imported from Germany. 
T e tarif  on its most popular product, an herbal foam bath, 
was raised from 5 percent to 100 percent. T e customs bill 
for six months spiraled to $37,783 from just $1,851—a 1,941 
percent tax increase. For a small business whose gross sales 
are less than $1 million annually, it was crippling. When 
the owner of Reha heard of the impending “banana war,” 
he called  everyone—his congressperson, his senator, the 
United States Trade Representative (USTR). When he de-
scribed his plight to the USTR, an of  cial there expressed 
amazement. “T ey were surprised I was still importing,” be-
cause they thought the tarif  would cut of  the industry en-
tirely. T at was their intention, which of course would have 
meant killing Reha Enterprises as well. 
  In effect, he was told it was his fault that he got caught 
up in the trade war. He should have attended the hearings 
in Washington, just like Gillette and Mattel, and maybe 
his products would have been dropped from the targeted 
list, just as theirs were. Scores of European products, 
from clothing to stoves to glass Christmas ornaments, 
dolls, and ballpoint pens, that were originally targeted for 
the retaliatory tariffs escaped the tariff. Aggressive lobby-
ing by large corporations, trade groups, and members of 
Congress got most of the threatened imported products 
off the list. The USTR had published a list of the targeted 
imports in the Federal Register, inviting affected compa-
nies to testify. Unfortunately, the Federal Register was not 
on Reha’s owner’s reading list. 
  In that case, he was told, he should have hired a lobby-
ist in Washington to keep him briefed. Good advice—but 
it doesn’t make much sense to a company that grosses less 
than $1 million a year. Other advice received from an of  cial 

of the USTR included the of -the-record suggestion that he 
might want to change the customs number on the invoice so 
it would appear that he was importing goods not subject to 
the tarif , a decision that could, if he were caught, result in a 
hef y f ne or jail. Smaller businesses in Europe faced similar 
problems as their export business dried up because of the 
tarif s. 
  How did this banana war start? T e European Union 
 imposed a quota and tarif s that favored imports from 
 former colonies in the Caribbean and Africa, distributed by 
European f rms, over Latin American bananas distributed 
by U.S. f rms. Chiquita Brands International and Dole Food 
Company, contending that the EU’s “illegal trade barriers” 
were costing $520 million annually in lost sales to Europe, 
asked the U.S. government for help. T e government agreed 
that unfair trade barriers were damaging their business, and 
100 percent tarif s on selected European imports were lev-
ied. Coincidentally, Chiquita Brands’ annual political cam-
paign contributions increased from barely over $40,000 in 
1991 to $1.3 million in 1998. 
  A settlement was f nally reached that involved high tar-
if s on Latin America bananas and quotas (with no tarif s) 
on bananas from Europe’s former colonies. But the bruis-
ing over bananas continued, and not in a straightforward 
way! In 2007 the issue shif ed to banana bending. T at is, 
bananas from Latin America tend to be long and straight, 
while those from the non-tarif  countries are short and bent. 
Because the latter are not preferred by the shippers or re-
tailers (the bendier ones don’t stack as neatly and economi-
cally), the bananas from the former colonies were still not 
preferred. And new regulations were adopted by the Eu-
ropean Commission that mandated that bananas must be 
free from “abnormal curvature of the f ngers.” So the bendy 
banana producers threatened to renege on the whole agree-
ment. Circa 2007 everyone involved found this prospect 
very unappealing. 
  T e tale does have a happy ending though. In 2009, 
af er marathon meetings among all parties in Geneva, the 
16-year banana split was f nally healed: T e European Union 
cut import tarif s on bananas grown in Latin America by 
U.S. f rms.  

 Sources: “U.S. Sets Import Tarif s in Latest Salvo in Ongoing Battle over 
Banana Trade,”  Minneapolis Star Tribune,  March 4, 1999; Timothy Dove, 
“Hit by a $200,000 Bill from the Blue,”  Time,  February 7, 2000, p. 54; 
Geneva Agreement on Trade in Bananas, signed May 31, 2010, 
www.ec.europa.eu.      
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  Crossing Borders 
Boxes 
 T ese invaluable boxes of er anecdotal 
company examples. T ese entertaining 
examples are designed to encourage critical 
thinking and guide students through topics 
ranging from ethical to cultural to global 
issues facing marketers today.      

  NEW Cases 
 New cases accompany the sixteenth 
edition, enlivening the material in the book 
and class discussions while broadening a 
student’s critical thinking skills. T ese cases 
bring forth many of the topics discussed in 
the chapters and demonstrate how these 
concepts are dealt with in the real world.         

   OUTLINE OF CASES 

  3-1   International Marketing Research at the Mayo Clinic  

  3-2   Swifter, Higher, Stronger, Dearer  

  3-3   Marketing to the Bottom of the Pyramid  

  3-4   Continued Growth for Zara and Inditex  

  3-5   A Sea Launch Recovery?    

PART SIX

   cases 3  ASSESSING GLOBAL MARKET 
OPPORTUNITIES 
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is already booking payloads for launch in the future. Next year is 
sold out, according to company offi cials. 
  Sea Launch Home Port is a decommissioned U.S. Navy facil-
ity on the tip of a manmade peninsula at the Port of Long Beach. 
The Sea Launch buildings are all left over from the Navy except 
for the Payload Processing Facility, which the company built in 
the late 1990s. The company’s pier is home to two one-of-a-kind 
vessels—the  Sea Launch Commander  and the  Odyssey  launch 
platform. The  Sea Launch Commander  carries about 240 people, 
ranging from rocket technicians and corporate leaders to chefs and 
helicopter pilots. The  Commander  houses a state-of-the-art launch 
control center divided between two sections designed for Ukrai-
nian and Russian engineers and American engineers and manag-
ers. The cavernous rocket assembly and checkout hall is located 
on the command ship’s lower deck and stretches nearly the  entire 
length of the vessel. The facility is capable of supporting two 
simultaneous launch campaigns using staging and integration 
compartments and a fueling cell. Giant cranes inside the high bays 
lift rocket stages, which sits on Russian-gauge rails on the fl oor 
 integration room fl oor. The rocket’s ground support  equipment 
 inside the  Sea Launch Commander  is virtually identical to 
 hardware used for Zenit launches at the Baikonur Cosmodrome in 
Kazakhstan, according to Sea Launch offi cials. 
  The  Sea Launch Commander  was specially constructed for Sea 
Launch at a Scotland shipyard by the maritime unit of Kvaerner, 
then a leading Norwegian industrial company. Measuring 656 feet 
long and 105 feet wide, the command ship was outfi tted with more 
than 600 tons of rocket support equipment in Russia before sailing 
to Long Beach in 1998. The massive ship’s crew quarters are home 
to Sea Launch’s international employees during their stay in the 
United States.       

        CIRCA 2008  
 Sea Launch engineers say the three-week round-trip journey 
across the Pacifi c Ocean is the most rewarding part of their jobs. 
The cruise is the culmination of nearly two months of work pre-
paring the rocket, payload, and launch teams for the mission. 
Prior to operations at Home Port, about 18 months goes into the 
planning, fl ight design, and logistics. “It’s really nice to know 
most of the reviews are over and we’re fi nally ready to launch,” 
said Bill Rujevcan, mission director for the company’s next 
fl ight. 
  More than 300 people take the trip to the company’s equatorial 
launch site about 1,400 miles south of Hawaii. The crew includes 
workers from several nations, including: Ukraine, Russia, Norway, 
the Philippines, and the United States. Ukraine-based Yuzhnoye 
and Yuzhmash build the Zenit 3SL rocket’s fi rst and second stages, 
while Energia of Russia manufactures the Block DM-SL upper 
stage for the rocket. Norwegian ship offi cers manage marine oper-
ations, and Filipino deckhands work on both the  Sea Launch Com-
mander  and the  Odyssey  launch platform. U.S. employees from 
the Boeing Co. fi ll management roles and provide the fl ight de-
sign, payload fairing, and satellite adapter. Astrotech, a contractor, 
oversees processing of customer payloads inside a clean room at 
the company’s Payload Processing Facility at Home Port in Long 
Beach, California. 
  After 27 missions in nine years of business, Sea Launch is 
thriving in the do-or-die commercial launch industry. The com-
pany’s Zenit 3SL rocket has suffered three setbacks in that time. 
Two were total failures. The rocket’s success rate places it among 
the top tier of heavy-lift launchers on the commercial market, and 
the company’s launch backlog seems to confi rm that. Sea Launch 

A Sea Launch Recovery?CASE 35

The  Sea Launch Commander  and the 

 Odyssey  platform are seen here docked at 

Home Port.

Credit: Chris Miller/Spaceflight Now
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 Adaptation may require changes of any one or all of the psychological aspects of a product. 
A close study of the meaning of a product shows the extent to which the culture determines 
an individual’s perception of what a product is and what satisfaction that product provides.  

 The adoption of some products by consumers can be affected as much by how the prod-
uct concept conforms with their norms, values, and behavior patterns as by its physical or 
mechanical attributes. For example, only recently have Japanese consumers taken an inter-
est in dishwashers—they simply didn’t have room in the kitchen. However, very compact 
designs by Mitsubishi, Toto (a Japanese toilet company), and others are making new inroads 
into Japanese kitchens. A novelty always comes up against a closely integrated cultural pat-
tern, and this conflict is primarily what determines whether, when, how, and in what form it 

 CROSSING BORDERS 13.3 

  Seeds of Fashion: Eastern vs. Western 
Counter-Culture Movements and a Look at 
the Gothic Lolitas of Harajuku, Japan 

 Where do new ideas come from? Since its origin, the 
Gothic Lolita subculture of Harajuku has continued to 
fascinate people around the world. This group is just one 
example of the counterculture fashion movements that 
have emerged from the Harajuku district of Japan, each 
group identified by a specific look that conveys a visual 
message. Gothic Lolita fashion infuses Victorian-era cloth-
ing with elements of Goth and Japanese anime to create a 
unique form of dress. Adherents take notes from the  Gothic 
& Lolita Bible  (a quarterly magazine with an estimated 
circulation of 100,000) and rely on their distinctive ap-
pearance to proclaim their subcultural identity. As in other 
counterculture movements, youths’ fantasies of liberation, 
rebellion, and revolution have become embedded in the 
cultural mode of a changing nation. 
  By examining the fashion of the Harajuku, we can 
gain a more in-depth understanding of group affiliation 
and construction of self in counterculture movements. 
Definitive of a counterculture, the Gothic Lolita’s in-group 
behavior and fashion evokes opposition and displays 
a symbolic rebellion against mainstream Japanese cul-
ture. These attitudes are reflected in norm-breaking and 
 attention-grabbing styles. 
  In the past, youth subcultures generally have emerged 
from Western society and diffused globally. But the 
Harajuku subculture began in the East and is moving 
West, marking a shift in the cultural current. The Harajuku 
subculture is also an example of the difference between 
Eastern and Western counterculture movements. Whereas 
maturity in Western cultures is associated with authority 
and individuality, in Confucian Japan, maturity is the 
ability to cooperate with a group, accept compromises, 
and fulfill obligations to society. Therefore, rebellion in 
Japanese youth culture means rebellion against adult-
hood as well. Rather than engaging in sexually provoca-
tive or aggressive behaviors to emphasize their maturity 
and independence, as occurs among Western rebels, 
Japanese Gothic Lolitas display themselves in a childlike 

and vulnerable manner to 
emphasize their immaturity 
and inability to meet the 
social responsibilities and 
obligations of adulthood. 
  Likely because of this re-
fusal to cooperate with social 
expectations, mainstream 
Japan views the subculture 
as selfish, especially con-
sidering its indulgent con-
sumption behaviors. Unlike 
contemporary Western youth 
cultures, such as punk and 
grunge, the Gothic Lolita 
subculture does not condemn 
materialism or other aspects of modern consumer culture. 
Instead, one outfit (as seen in the accompanying photo) 
can cost as much as $300–$1,000! Because personal 
consumption is regarded as both antisocial and immoral in 
Japanese society, the subculture opposes normative social 
values by indulging in the conspicuous consumption. 
  Most participants (aged 13–30 years) are students or 
have jobs that require them to wear a uniform every day. 
On Sundays, they feel they have reached the time they can 
truly be themselves. Their lifestyle is frowned upon, making 
it very common to see teenagers carrying bags with their 
“harajuku outfit” on the train and changing at the park so 
their parents never see their outfits. Others wear the clothing 
as their normal daily dress, but the vast majority save it for 
Sundays, when they congregate at Jingu Bridge and Yoyogi 
Park to show off their fashions, hang out, and meet others 
like them. Some go just to have their pictures taken by the 
subculture’s magazine photographers, who search for shots 
of new trends, or by tourists. 

 Source: Kristen San Jose, working paper, Paul Merage School of 
Business, University of California, Irvine, 2012. 

   Japanese women in an ad for Angelic 
Pretty fashions appearing in the  Gothic & 
Lolita Bible . 
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 A Wealth of Supplements 

  Global Perspectives 
 At the beginning of each chapter, Global 
Perspectives give examples of current company 
experiences in global marketing. Illustrating 
chapter concepts, these prof les help students to 
combine the theory they read about with real-life 
application.      

  Online Learning Center 
 Numerous resources available for both instructors and students are online at www.mhhe.com/
cateora16e. Instructor resources include downloadable versions of the Instructor’s Manual, PowerPoint 
presentation, and Instructor Notes to accompany the videos. Student study tools include Chapter 
Quizzes, PowerPoint International Resource Links, Cases, and the Country Notebook Online with an 
interactive component so students can complete this popular marketing plan project online.          

PART ONE

  Global Perspective 
 GLOBAL COMMERCE CAUSES PEACE 

  Global commerce thrives during peacetime. The economic 
boom in North America during the late 1990s was in large 
part due to the end of the Cold War and the opening of the 
formerly communist countries to the world trading system. 
However, we should also understand the important role that 
trade and international marketing play in producing peace. 

 Boeing Company, one of America’s largest exporters, 
is perhaps the most prominent example. Although many 
would argue that Boeing’s military sales (aircraft and mis-
siles) do not exactly promote peace, over most of the com-
pany’s history, that business has constituted only about 
20–25 percent of the company’s commercial activity. The 
company still counts customers in more than 150 coun-
tries, and its 165,000 employees work in 70 countries.  1    The 
new 787 Dreamliner includes parts from around the world, 
including Australia, France, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, and 
Sweden. Its more than 12,000 commercial jets in service 
worldwide carry about one billion travelers per year. Its 
NASA Services division is the lead contractor in the con-
struction and operation of the 16-country International 
Space Station, first manned by an American and two Rus-
sians in the fall of 2000. The Space and Intelligence Systems 
Division also produces and launches communications sat-
ellites affecting people in every country. 

 All the activity associated with the development, pro-
duction, and marketing of commercial aircraft and space 
vehicles requires millions of people from around the world 
to work together. Moreover, no company does more  2     to en-
able people from all countries to meet face-to-face for both 
recreation and commerce. All this interaction yields not just 
the mutual gain associated with business relationships but 
also personal relationships and mutual understanding. The 
latter are the foundation of global peace and prosperity. 

 Another group of companies that promotes global dia-
logue and therefore peace is the mobile phone industry. By 

2012, the number of mobile phone subscribers exceeded 
6.0 billion. Samsung (South Korea) and Nokia (Finland), 
the market leaders, are well ahead of the American manu-
facturers Motorola, RIM, and Apple, as well as LG. 

 Individuals and small companies also make a differ-
ence—perhaps a subtler one than large multinational 
companies, but one just as important in the aggregate. 
Our favorite example is Daniel Lubetzky’s company, 
PeaceWorks. Mr. Lubetzky used a fellowship at Stanford 
Law School to study how to foster joint ventures bet-
ween Arabs and Israelis. Then, following his own advice, 
he created a company that combined basil pesto from 
Israel with other raw materials and glass jars supplied by 
an Arab partner to produce the first product in a line he 
called Moshe & Ali’s Gourmet Foods. The company now 
sells four different product lines in 5,000 stores in the 
United States and has its headquarters on Park Avenue in 
New York, as well as business operations in Israel, Egypt, 
Indonesia, Turkey, and Sri Lanka. Again, beyond the mea-
surable commercial benefits of cooperation between the 
involved Arabs, Israelis, and others is the longer-lasting 
and more fundamental appreciation for one another’s cir-
cumstances and character. 

 International marketing is hard work. Making sales calls 
is no vacation, even in Paris, especially when you’ve been 
there 10 times before. But international marketing is impor-
tant work. It can enrich you, your family, your company, and 
your country. And ultimately, when international market-
ing is done well, by large companies or small, the needs and 
wants of customers in other lands are well understood, and 
prosperity and peace are promoted along the way.  3              

 Sources: For more details, see http://boeing.com; http://airbus.com; 
http://peaceworks.com. Cell phone sales data are available at http://www
.mobithinking.com. 

  1  Boeing’s 2012 Annual Report (http://www.boeing.com). 
  2 The European commercial aircraft manufacturer Airbus is beginning to catch up, employing 55,000 people around the world (see Airbus’s 2012 
Annual Report, http://www.airbus.com). 
  3 In response to criticisms of globalization catalyzed by the riots in Seattle in 1999, a growing literature argues for trade as a fundamental cause 
of peace. For a variety of such arguments, see Jagdish Bhabwati,  In Defense of Globalization  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004); Thomas L. 
Friedman,  The World Is Flat  (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2005); Clifford J. Schultz III, Timothy J. Burkink, Bruno Grbac, and Natasa 
Renko, “When Policies and Marketing Systems Explode: An Assessment of Food Marketing in the War-Ravaged Balkans and Implications for 
Recovery, Sustainable Peace, and Prosperity,”  Journal of Public Policy & Marketing  24, no. 1 (2005), pp. 24–37; William Hernandez Requejo and 
John L. Graham,  Global Negotiation: The New Rules  (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), Chapter 13; Steven Pinker,  The Better Angels of Our 
Nature: Why Violence Has Declined  (New York: Viking, 2011). 
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McGraw-Hill Connect Marketing for International Marketing 
is an online assignment and assessment solution that connects 
students with the tools and resources they’ll need to achieve 
success. Connect Marketing for International Marketing helps 
prepare students for their future by enabling faster learning, 

more ef  cient studying, and higher retention of knowledge.

Connect Marketing for International Marketing of ers a number of powerful tools and 
features to make managing assignments easier, so faculty can spend more time teach-
ing. With Connect Marketing for International Marketing students can engage with their 
coursework anytime and anywhere, making the learning process more accessible and ef-
f cient. Connect Marketing for International Marketing of ers you the features described 
below. 

Simple assignment management With Connect Marketing for International 
Marketing creating assignments is easier than ever, so you can spend more time teaching 
and less time managing. T e assignment management function enables you to

• Create and deliver assignments easily with selectable end-of-chapter questions—or 
questions from the  International Marketing test bank.

• Streamline lesson planning, student progress reporting, and assignment grading to 
make classroom management more ef  cient than ever.

• Go paperless with the eBook and online submission and grading of student 
assignments.

Smart grading When it comes to studying, time is precious. Connect Marketing for 
International Marketing helps students learn more ef  ciently by providing feedback and 
practice material when they need it, where they need it. When it comes to teaching, your 
time also is precious. T e grading function enables you to

• Have assignments scored automatically, giving students immediate feedback on their 
work and side-by-side comparisons with correct answers.

• Access and review each response; manually change grades or leave comments for 
students to review.

• Reinforce classroom concepts with practice tests and instant quizzes.

Integrated with Blackboard® Connect Marketing for International Marketing is 
now integrated with Blackboard to of er you a fully integrated content and learning man-
agement system. T is includes:

• Single sign-on.
• One gradebook—all Connect grades are automatically ported to Blackboard.
• Your students will get one-click access to Connect—all from within Blackboard 

Learn.

Instructor library T e Connect Marketing Instructor Library is your repository for 
additional resources to improve student engagement in and out of class. You can select and 
use any asset that enhances your lecture. T e Connect Marketing for International Marketing 
Instructor Library includes

• eBook.
• PowerPoints.
• Instructor's Manual.
• Videos and Instructional Notes.

Less Managing. 
More Teaching. 

Greater Learning.

Connect Marketing 
for International 

Marketing features

TM

McGraw-Hill Connect Marketing for International Marketing
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Student study center T e Connect Marketing for  International Marketing Student Study 
Center is the place for students to access additional resources. T e Student Study Center

• Of ers students quick access to lectures, practice materials, eBooks, and more.
• Provides instant practice material and study questions, easily accessible on the go.
• Gives students access to the LearnSmart Personalized Learning Plan described below. 

Student progress tracking Connect Marketing keeps instructors informed about 
how each student, section, and class is performing, allowing for more productive use of 
lecture and of  ce hours. T e progress-tracking function enables you to

• View scored work immediately and track individual or group performance with as-
signment and grade reports.

• Access an instant view of student or class performance relative to learning objectives.
• Collect data and generate reports required by many accreditation organizations, such 

as AACSB.

Integrating eBooks—McGraw-Hill Connect Plus  Marketing McGraw-
Hill reinvents the textbook learning experience for the modern student with Connect Plus 
Marketing. A seamless integration of an eBook and Connect Marketing, Connect Plus Mar-
keting provides all of the Connect Marketing features plus the following:

• An integrated eBook, allowing for anytime, anywhere access to the textbook.
• Dynamic links between the problems or questions you assign to your students and 

the location in the eBook where that problem or question is covered.
• A powerful search function to pinpoint and connect key concepts in a snap.

In short, Connect Marketing for International Marketing of ers you and your students pow-
erful tools and features that optimize your time and energies, enabling you to focus on 
course content, teaching, and student learning. Connect Marketing also of ers a wealth of 
content resources for both instructors and students. T is state-of-the-art, thoroughly tested 
system supports you in preparing students for the business world of tomorrow. For more 
information about Connect, go to www. mcgrawhillconnect.com, or contact your local 
McGraw-Hill sales representative.

Create           Instructors can now tailor their teaching resources to match the way they teach! With 
McGraw-Hill Create, www.mcgrawhillcreate.com, instructors can easily rearrange chap-
ters, combine material from other content sources, and quickly upload and integrate their 
own content like course syllabus or teaching notes. Find the right content in Create by 
searching through thousands of leading McGraw-Hill textbooks. Arrange the material to 
f t your teaching style. Order a Create book and receive a complimentary print review copy 
in 3–5 business days or a complimentary electronic review copy (eComp) via email within 
one hour. Go to www.mcgrawhillcreate.com today and register. 

Tegrity Campus: Lectures 24/7 Tegrity Campus is a service that makes class time available 24/7 by 
automatically capturing every lecture in a searchable format for students to review when 
they study and complete assignments. With a simple one-click start-and-stop process, you 
capture all computer screens and corresponding audio. Students can replay any part of any 
class with easy-to-use browser-based viewing on a PC or Mac.
 Educators know that the more students can see, hear, and experience class resources, the 
better they learn. In fact, studies prove it. With patented Tegrity “search anything” technol-
ogy, students instantly recall key class moments for replay online, or on iPods and mobile 
devices. Instructors can help turn all their students’ study time into learning moments im-
mediately supported by their lecture. 
 To learn more about Tegrity watch a 2-minute Flash demo at http://tegritycampus.mhhe.com.
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Assurance of Learning Ready Many educational institutions today are focused on the notion of 

McGraw-Hill Customer Care Contact Informa tion At McGraw-Hill, we understand that 

AACSB Statement T e McGraw-Hill Companies is a proud corporate member of AACSB International. 

assurance of learning, an important element of some accreditation standards. International 
Marketing is designed specif cally to support instructors’ assurance of learning initiatives 
with a simple, yet powerful solution. 
 Each test bank question for International Marketing maps to a specif c chapter learning 
outcome/objective listed in the text. Instructors can use our test bank sof ware, EZ Test 
and EZ Test Online, or Connect Marketing to easily query for learning outcomes/objectives 
that directly relate to the learning objectives for their course. Instructors can then use the 
reporting features of EZ Test to aggregate student results in similar fashion, making the col-
lection and presentation of assurance of learning data simple and easy.

getting the most from new technology can be challenging. T at’s why our services don’t 
stop af er you purchase our products. You can e-mail our Product Specialists 24 hours a 
day to get product-training online. Or you can search our knowledge bank of Frequently 
Asked Questions on our support website. For Customer Support, call 800-331-5094, 
e-mail hmsupport@mcgraw-hill.com, or visit www.mhhe.com/support. One of our Techni-
cal Support Analysts will be able to assist you in a timely fashion.

Understanding the importance and value of AACSB accreditation, International Marketing, 
Sixteenth Edition, recognizes the curricula guidelines detailed in the AACSB standards for 
business accreditation by connecting selected questions in the text and the test bank to the 
six general knowledge and skill guidelines in the AACSB standards. 
 T e statements contained in International Marketing, Sixteenth Edition, are provided 
only as a guide for the users of this textbook. T e AACSB leaves content coverage and 
assessment within the purview of individual schools, the mission of the school, and the 
faculty. While International Marketing, Sixteenth Edition, and the teaching package make 
no claim of any specif c AACSB qualif cation or evaluation, we have within International 
Marketing, Sixteenth Edition, labeled selected questions according to the six general knowl-
edge and skills areas.

  xix
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PART ONE

  Global Perspective 
 GLOBAL COMMERCE CAUSES PEACE 

  Global commerce thrives during peacetime. The economic 
boom in North America during the late 1990s was in large 
part due to the end of the Cold War and the opening of the 
formerly communist countries to the world trading system. 
However, we should also understand the important role that 
trade and international marketing play in producing peace. 

 Boeing Company, one of America’s largest exporters, 
is perhaps the most prominent example. Although many 
would argue that Boeing’s military sales (aircraft and mis-
siles) do not exactly promote peace, over most of the com-
pany’s history, that business has constituted only about 
20–25 percent of the company’s commercial activity. The 
company still counts customers in more than 150 coun-
tries, and its 165,000 employees work in 70 countries.  1    The 
new 787 Dreamliner includes parts from around the world, 
including Australia, France, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, and 
Sweden. Its more than 12,000 commercial jets in service 
worldwide carry about one billion travelers per year. Its 
NASA Services division is the lead contractor in the con-
struction and operation of the 16-country International 
Space Station, first manned by an American and two Rus-
sians in the fall of 2000. The Space and Intelligence Systems 
Division also produces and launches communications sat-
ellites affecting people in every country. 

 All the activity associated with the development, pro-
duction, and marketing of commercial aircraft and space 
vehicles requires millions of people from around the world 
to work together. Moreover, no company does more  2     to en-
able people from all countries to meet face-to-face for both 
recreation and commerce. All this interaction yields not just 
the mutual gain associated with business relationships but 
also personal relationships and mutual understanding. The 
latter are the foundation of global peace and prosperity. 

 Another group of companies that promotes global dia-
logue and therefore peace is the mobile phone industry. By 

2012, the number of mobile phone subscribers exceeded 
6.0 billion. Samsung (South Korea) and Nokia (Finland), 
the market leaders, are well ahead of the American manu-
facturers Motorola, RIM, and Apple, as well as LG. 

 Individuals and small companies also make a differ-
ence—perhaps a subtler one than large multinational 
companies, but one just as important in the aggregate. 
Our favorite example is Daniel Lubetzky’s company, 
PeaceWorks. Mr. Lubetzky used a fellowship at Stanford 
Law School to study how to foster joint ventures bet-
ween Arabs and Israelis. Then, following his own advice, 
he created a company that combined basil pesto from 
Israel with other raw materials and glass jars supplied by 
an Arab partner to produce the first product in a line he 
called Moshe & Ali’s Gourmet Foods. The company now 
sells four different product lines in 5,000 stores in the 
United States and has its headquarters on Park Avenue in 
New York, as well as business operations in Israel, Egypt, 
Indonesia, Turkey, and Sri Lanka. Again, beyond the mea-
surable commercial benefits of cooperation between the 
involved Arabs, Israelis, and others is the longer-lasting 
and more fundamental appreciation for one another’s cir-
cumstances and character. 

 International marketing is hard work. Making sales calls 
is no vacation, even in Paris, especially when you’ve been 
there 10 times before. But international marketing is impor-
tant work. It can enrich you, your family, your company, and 
your country. And ultimately, when international market-
ing is done well, by large companies or small, the needs and 
wants of customers in other lands are well understood, and 
prosperity and peace are promoted along the way.  3              

 Sources: For more details, see http://boeing.com; http://airbus.com; 
http://peaceworks.com. Cell phone sales data are available at http://www
.mobithinking.com. 

  1  Boeing’s 2012 Annual Report (http://www.boeing.com). 
  2 The European commercial aircraft manufacturer Airbus is beginning to catch up, employing 55,000 people around the world (see Airbus’s 2012 
Annual Report, http://www.airbus.com). 
  3 In response to criticisms of globalization catalyzed by the riots in Seattle in 1999, a growing literature argues for trade as a fundamental cause 
of peace. For a variety of such arguments, see Jagdish Bhabwati,  In Defense of Globalization  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004); Thomas L. 
Friedman,  The World Is Flat  (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2005); Clifford J. Schultz III, Timothy J. Burkink, Bruno Grbac, and Natasa 
Renko, “When Policies and Marketing Systems Explode: An Assessment of Food Marketing in the War-Ravaged Balkans and Implications for 
Recovery, Sustainable Peace, and Prosperity,”  Journal of Public Policy & Marketing  24, no. 1 (2005), pp. 24–37; William Hernandez Requejo and 
John L. Graham,  Global Negotiation: The New Rules  (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), Chapter 13; Steven Pinker,  The Better Angels of Our 
Nature: Why Violence Has Declined  (New York: Viking, 2011). 
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Never before in American history have U.S. businesses, large and small, been so deeply in-
volved in and affected by international business. A global economic boom, unprecedented in 
modern economic history, has been under way as the drive for efficiency, productivity, and 
open, unregulated markets sweeps the world. Powerful economic, technological, industrial, 
political, and demographic forces are converging to build the foundation of a new global eco-
nomic order on which the structure of a one-world economic and market system will be built.  

 When we wrote those words 12 years ago to open the eleventh edition of this book, the 
world was a very different place. The nation was still mesmerized by the information 
technology boom of the late 1990s. Most did not visualize the high-tech bust of 2001 or 
the Enron and WorldCom scandals. No one could have imagined the September 11, 2001 
disasters, not even the perpetrators. The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq were not on the 
horizon. The major international conflict grabbing headlines then was the series of dip-
lomatic dustups among China, Taiwan, and the United States. Who could have predicted 
the disruptions associated with the 2003 SARS outbreak in Asia? The great Indian Ocean 
tsunami of 2004 was perhaps impossible to anticipate. Oil priced at more than $100 per 
barrel was also unthinkable then—the price seemed to have peaked at about $40 per bar-
rel in late 2000.  4    We wrote about the promise of the space program and the international 
space station, whose future is now clouded by the demise of the space shuttle program 
and NASA budget cuts. 

 Through all these major events, American consumers had continued to spend, keeping 
the world economy afloat. Layoffs at industrial icons such as United Airlines and Boeing and 
a generally tough job market did not slow the booming American housing market until the 
fall of 2007. Lower government interest rates had yielded a refinancing stampede, distribut-
ing the cash that fueled the consumer spending, which finally began flagging in early 2008. 
Then in September and October of that year, the housing bubble burst, and the world finan-
cial system teetered on collapse. The ever faithful American consumer stopped buying, and 
world trade experienced its deepest decline in more than 50 years, a drop of 12.0 percent. It 
had dropped only twice during the previous half century: in 1975 by 23.1 percent after the 
OPEC oil crisis and in 1992 by 20.3 percent. Then in 2011, the earthquake and tsunami that 
hit Japan and floods in Thailand caused major trade disruptions. And seeing into the future 

LO1
  The benefits of international 
markets  

The relationships between mobile phones and riots is well demonstrated by these two pictures. Mobile devices enable demonstrators to communicate 
and organize to great effect, even supporting successful revolutions such as those in Egypt in 2009. Particularly valuable are the photographic 
capabilities now available, which deliver the world as a witness to violence. Meanwhile, nobody in the world works harder to keep order than the 
Chinese authorities in Beijing. The 2012 riot over unavailability of the Apple iPhone4S is, of course, nothing like that in Cairo, and even might seem 
a little bit humorous, except that people were injured there as well.

4  “Futures,”  Los Angeles Times,  January 20, 2012, p. B5. 
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is harder now than ever. Most experts expect global terrorism to increase, and the carnage in 
Bali, Madrid, London, and Mumbai seem to prove the point. Finally, as the global economy 
tries to recover, international trade tensions take on new importance. Competition from new 
Chinese companies continues to raise concerns in the United States. Brazilian and Indian 
multinationals are stepping up competitive pressures as well, particularly as their and other 
emerging economies fared better during the most recent global downturn.  5    Perhaps the best 
news in these rather glum times is that we have not experienced a dramatic nationalistic rise 
of trade protectionism, as in the 1930s.  6   Additionally, the steady growth of the U.S. trade 
and balance of payments deficits dramatically abated during 2009, along with American 
consumer spending. 

 More recently, the turn of the decade brought astonishing surprises in the form of global 
protests and violence in response to the inequities that marked the financial losses suffered 
by citizens, both within and across countries. The so-called Arab Spring was ignited by a 
Tunisian street vendor’s self-immolating protest of economic conditions and police harass-
ment. Large-scale protests ensued in 15 countries in North Africa and the Middle East, 
resulting in the overthrow of autocratic governments in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya. Along 
the Mediterranean coast, Greece, Italy, and Spain are feeling the pain of the global recession, 
creating the potential for a new north-south schism in the European Union. The protests 
in Greece were particularly violent. Both China and India experienced widespread protests 
against the heavy hands of governments there. In the United States, unions and supporters 
protested the Wisconsin governor’s proposal to cut public workers’ bargaining rights. The 
Occupy Wall Street protests were imitated in several other cities around the nation and the 
world. Finally, the United States has ended its military operations in Iraq, and we must all 
hope that political conflict in the area subsides.  7   

 International marketing is affected by and affects all these things. In particular, the 
costs of risks in the politically and financially unstable North Africa/Middle East region 

  5 “Counting Their Blessings,”  The Economist , January 2, 2010, pp. 25–28. 
   6 Moises Naim, “It Didn’t Happen,”  Foreign Policy , January/February 2010, pp. 95–96.  
   7 Jeffrey Goldberg, “Protest,”  Bloomberg BusinessWeek , January 8, 2012, pp. 14–33.  
  8 Andrew Jacobs, “Ma Ying-jeou Is Re-Elected Taiwan President, a Result that Is Likely to Please China,”  The 
New York Times,  January 14, 2012. 
   9 Choe Sang-Hun, “North Korea Presses South to Implement Economic Plan,”  The New York Times,  
December 27, 2011.  
   10 Bruce Wallace, “2 Trains Cross Korean Border,”  Los Angeles Times , May 17, 2007, p. A4.  

Trade also is easing tensions 
between Taiwan and China8 and 
among North Korea,9 its close 
neighbors, and the United States. 
Here a rail link between North and 
South Korea has opened for the first 
time in nearly 60 years to provide 
transportation of raw materials and 
managers from the South, bound for 
a special economic development 
zone at Kaesong in the North.10
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6 Part 1 An Overview

have burgeoned. The potential economic disruptions in the European Union affect the 
forecasts and prospects for all multinational firms around the world. Even before the 2009 
financial crisis, and for the first time in its history, McDonald’s had closed its operations 
in a few Middle Eastern and Latin American countries. Damaged economies, increasing 
competition, and anti-Americanism have affected sales revenues everywhere. Indeed, the 
salient lesson for those involved in international commerce is to expect the unexpected. 
Any executive experienced in international business will verify that things never go as 
planned in global commerce. You still have to plan and forecast, but markets, particularly 
international ones, are ultimately unpredictable. The natural fluctuations in markets are 
best managed through building strong interpersonal and commercial relationships and 
broad portfolios of businesses. Flexibility means survival.     

 Perhaps now, more than ever, whether or not a U.S. company wants to participate di-
rectly in international business, it cannot escape the effects of the ever-increasing number 
of North American firms exporting, importing, and manufacturing abroad. Nor can it ig-
nore the number of foreign-based firms operating in U.S. markets, the growth of regional 
trade areas, the rapid growth of world markets, and the increasing number of competitors 
for global markets.    

      Of all the events and trends affecting global business today, four stand out as the most 
dynamic, the ones that will influence the shape of international business beyond today’s 
“bumpy roads” and far into the future: (1) the rapid growth of the World Trade Organiza-
tion and new free trade agreements around the world; (2) the trend toward the acceptance 
of the free market system among developing countries in Latin America, Asia, and eastern 
Europe; (3) the burgeoning impact of the Internet, mobile phones, and other global media 
on the dissolution of national borders; and (4) the mandate to manage the resources and 
global environment properly for the generations to come. 

Close neighbors are going in different directions. The European Parliament votes to start discussions with Turkey about joining the 
European Union. Trade is beginning to bridge the religious divide between Christian Europe and Muslim Asia Minor. Despite this 
positive vote, European equivocation is pushing Turkey toward building stronger trade links with its Arab neighbors. Ultimately, this may 
be a positive turn of events if Turkey is finally invited to join the European Union. Meanwhile, as Turkey grows economically, Greek 
citizens protest austerity measures forced on them by other EU nations. Ultimately Greece’s continued membership in the EU is being 
threatened by its continuing economic malaise.
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 Today most business activities are global in scope. Technology, research, capital investment, 
and production, as well as marketing, distribution, and communications networks, all have 
global dimensions. Every business must be prepared to compete in an increasingly interdepen-
dent global economic and physical environment, and all businesspeople must be aware of the 
effects of these trends when managing either a domestic company that exports or a multina-
tional conglomerate. As one international expert noted, every American company is interna-
tional, at least to the extent that its business performance is conditioned in part by events that 
occur abroad. Even companies that do not operate in the international arena are affected to 
some degree by the success of the European Union, the export-led growth in South Korea, the 
revitalized Mexican economy, the economic changes taking place in China, military conflicts 
in the Middle East, and climate change. 

 The challenge of international marketing is to develop strategic plans that are competitive 
in these intensifying global markets. For a growing number of companies, being international 
is no longer a luxury but a necessity for economic survival. These and other issues affecting 
the world economy, trade, markets, and competition are discussed throughout this text. 

11 http://www.bea.gov. 

  The Internationalization of U.S. Business    Current interest in international marketing can be 
explained by changing competitive structures, coupled with shifts in demand characteristics 
in markets throughout the world. With the increasing globalization of markets, companies 
find they are unavoidably enmeshed with foreign customers, competitors, and suppliers, 
even within their own borders. They face competition on all fronts—from domestic firms 
and from foreign firms. A huge portion of all consumer products—from automobiles to 
dinnerware—sold in the United States is foreign made. Sony, Norelco, Samsung, Toyota, 
and Nescafé are familiar brands in the United States, and for U.S. industry, they are formi-
dable opponents in a competitive struggle for U.S. and world markets. 

 Many familiar U.S. companies are now foreign controlled or headed in that direction. When 
you drop in at a 7-Eleven convenience store or buy Firestone tires, you are buying directly from 
Japanese companies. Some well-known brands no longer owned by U.S. companies are Carna-
tion (Swiss),  The Wall Street Journal  (Australian), and the all-American Smith & Wesson hand-
gun that won the U.S. West, which is owned by a British firm. The last U.S.-owned company 
to manufacture TV sets was Zenith, but even it was acquired by South Korea’s LG Electronics, 
Inc., which manufactures Goldstar TVs and other products. Pearle Vision, Universal Studios, 
and many more are currently owned or controlled by foreign multinational businesses (see  
Exhibit 1.1 ). Foreign direct investment in the United States is more than $2 trillion.  11

Companies from the United Kingdom lead the group of investors, with companies from the 
Netherlands, Japan, Germany, and Switzerland following, in that order. 

 Other foreign companies that entered the U.S. market through exporting their products 
into the United States realized sufficient market share to justify building and buying manu-
facturing plants in the United States. Honda, BMW, and Mercedes are all manufacturing 
in the United States. Investments go the other way as well. Ford bought and sold Volvo; 
PacifiCorp acquired Energy Group, the United Kingdom’s largest electricity supplier and 
second-largest gas distributor; and Wisconsin Central Transportation, a medium-sized U.S. 
railroad, controls all U.K. rail freight business and runs the Queen’s private train via its 
English, Welsh & Scottish Railway unit. It has also acquired the company that runs rail shut-
tles through the Channel Tunnel. Investments by U.S. multinationals abroad are nothing 
new. Multinationals have been roaming the world en masse since the end of World War II, 
buying companies and investing in manufacturing plants. What is relatively new for U.S. 
companies is having their global competitors competing with them in “their” market, the 
United States. One of the more interesting new entrants is Chivas USA, a Mexican-owned 
soccer team that plays its matches in southern California.      

 Once the private domain of domestic businesses, the vast U.S. market that provided an 
opportunity for continued growth must now be shared with a variety of foreign companies 
and products. Companies with only domestic markets have found increasing difficulty in 

LO2
  The changing face of U.S. 
business  
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8 Part 1 An Overview

sustaining their customary rates of growth, and many are seeking foreign markets in which 
to expand. Companies with foreign operations find that foreign earnings are making an im-
portant overall contribution to total corporate profits. A four-year Conference Board study 
of 1,250 U.S. manufacturing companies found that multinationals of all sizes and in all in-
dustries outperformed their strictly domestic U.S. counterparts. They grew twice as fast in 
sales and earned significantly higher returns on equity and assets. Furthermore, U.S. multi-
nationals reduced their manufacturing employment, both at home and abroad, more than 
domestic companies. Another study indicates that despite the various difficulties associated 
with internationalization, on average, firm value is increased by global diversification.  12    

   U.S. Companies/Brands  Foreign Owner 

   7-11  Japan 
   Barneys New York (retailer)  Dubai 
   Ben & Jerry’s (ice cream)  U.K. 
   Budweiser  Belgium 
   Burger King (fast food)  U.K. 
   Chef America (“Hot Pockets” and other foods)  Switzerland 
   Chrysler  Italy 
   Church’s Chicken  Bahrain 
   CITGO  Venezuela 
   Columbia Pictures (movies)  Japan 
   Firestone (tires)  Japan 
   Frigidaire  Sweden 
   Genentech  Switzerland 
   Gerber  Switzerland 
   Huffy Corp. (bicycles)  China 
   Oroweat (breads)  Mexico 
   Radio Shack  Mexico 
   Random House (publishing)  Germany 
   RCA (televisions)  France/China 
   Smith & Wesson (guns)  U.K. 
   Swift & Company (meatpacking)  Brazil 
    The Wall Street Journal   Australia 
    T-Mobile   Germany 
   Volvo  China 

Exhibit 1.1
Foreign Acquisitions of 
U.S. Companies

Sources: Compiled from annual 
reports of listed firms, 2012.

Along with NAFTA have come 
two of Mexico’s most prominent 
brand names. Gigante, one of 
Mexico’s largest supermarket 
chains, now has several stores in 
Southern California, including this 
one in Anaheim. On store shelves 
are a variety of Bimbo bakery 
products. Grupo Bimbo, a growing 
Mexican multinational, has recently 
purchased American brand-named 
firms such as Oroweat, Webers, 
Sara Lee, and Mrs. Baird’s Bread.

  12 John A. Doukas and Ozgur B. Kan, “Does Global Diversification Destroy Firm Value?”  Journal of 
International Business Studies  37 (2006), pp. 352–71. 
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Indeed, at least periodically, profit levels from international ventures exceed those from 
domestic operations for many multinational firms.     

   Exhibit 1.2  illustrates how important revenues generated on investments abroad are to 
U.S. companies. In many cases, foreign sales were greater than U.S. sales, demonstrating 
the global reach of these American brands. Apple’s performance has been most impressive, 
with total revenues exploding from just $6 billion in 2003 to $24 billion in 2007 and $108 
billion in 2011. Meanwhile, the company maintained its traditional level of more than 
40 percent revenues from outside the United States. 

      Companies that never ventured abroad until recently are now seeking foreign markets. 
Companies with existing foreign operations realize they must be more competitive to suc-
ceed against foreign multinationals. They have found it necessary to spend more money 
and time improving their market positions abroad because competition for these growing 
markets is intensifying. For firms venturing into international marketing for the first time 
and for those already experienced, the requirement is generally the same: a thorough and 
complete commitment to foreign markets and, for many, new ways of operating.   

CROSSING BORDERS 1.1
  Blanca Nieves, La Cenicienta, y Bimbo  (Snow 
White, Cinderella, and Bimbo) 

 Bimbo is a wonderful brand name. It so well demon-
strates the difficulties of marketing across borders. In 
 Webster’s Dictionary  ”bimbo” is defined as “. . . a term 
of disparagement, an attractive, but empty-headed 
person, a tramp.” 
  Meanwhile, in Spain, Mexico, and other Spanish-
speaking countries, the word “bimbo” has no pejorative 
meaning. Indeed, it is often simply associated with the 
little white bear logo of Bimbo brand bread. Bimbo is 
the most popular brand of bread in Mexico and, with 
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 
is stretching its corporate arms north and south. For ex-
ample, the Mexican firm most recently acquired the U.S. 
brands Sara Lee and Bestfoods; Mrs. Baird’s Bread, the 
most popular local brand in Dallas, Texas; and Fargo, 
the most popular bread brand in Argentina. And you can 
now see 18-wheelers pulling truckloads of Bimbo prod-
ucts north on Interstate 5 toward Latino neighborhoods in 
Southern California and beyond. 
  Perhaps Bimbo is the reason the city leaders in 
Anaheim so feared Gigante’s entrance into their city. 
Gigante, the Mexican-owned supermarket chain, features 
Bimbo buns, tomatillos, cactus pears, and other Latino fa-
vorites. Gigante already had three stores in Los Angeles 
County. But it was denied the city’s permission to open a 
new market near the “Happiest Place on Earth.” One has 
to wonder if Disneyland, Anaheim’s biggest employer, 
may have been fretting over the juxtaposition of the 
Bimbo brand and its key characters, blonde, little, all-
American Alice and her cinema sisters. Actually, a better 
case can be made that the Gigante–Anaheim imbroglio 
was more a matter of a mix of nationalism, xenophobia, 
and even racism. The city council eventually was forced 
to allow Gigante to open. 

  American firms have often run into similar problems 
as they have expanded around the world. Consider 
French nationalism. French farmers are famous for their 
protests—throwing lamb chops at their trade ministers 
and such. Or better yet, Culture Minister Jack Lang’s com-
ments about the U.S. Cartoon Network: “We must fight 
back against this American aggression. It is intolerable 
that certain North American audiovisual groups shame-
lessly colonize our countries.” 
  Consider our own fear and loathing of “Japanese col-
onization” in both the 1920s and the 1980s. This appar-
ent xenophobia turned to racism when Americans stoned 
Toyotas and Hondas but not Volkswagens and BMWs or 
when we decried Japanese takeovers of American firms 
and ignored Germany’s gorging on the likes of Bankers 
Trust, Random House, and Chrysler. 
  PEMEX’s current ban on American investments in 
the oil and gas industry in Mexico is a good example 
of  nationalism. However, when British Petroleum buy-
ing ARCO is no problem, but Mexican cement giant 
CEMEX buying Houston’s Southdown is, that’s racism 
at work. 
  A cruel irony regarding Gigante’s problems in 
 Anaheim is well revealed by a quick drive around 
 Tijuana. During the last decade, the change in Tijuana’s 
retail facade has been remarkable. In this border town, 
after NAFTA, McDonald’s, Costco, Smart & Final, and 
other American brands now dominate the signage. 

 Sources: John L. Graham, “Blanca Nieves, La Cenicienta, y Bimbo,” 
 La Opinion , February 22, 2002, p. C1 (translated from the Spanish); 
Clifford Kraus, “New Accents in the U.S. Economy,”  The New York Times , 
May 2, 2007, pp. C1, C14; “Sara Lee Completes Sale to Bimbo,” 
Chicago Sun-Times, November 7, 2011. 
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